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Abstract

Genetic Algorithms is a new developed quantitative method used in management decision support; it’s an Artificial intelligence technique that simulates scientific explanations in genetics and natural evolution for getting an optimal solution population. Thus this study aims to recognize Genetic Algorithms including: definition, properties, basic elements and steps. Then we try to employ it in practical study. A local Mill shapes a suitable case to use Genetic Algorithms in Integer Programming as one of its application forms. After using Evolver software, and making a comparison with Branch and Bound method, we have got results around this case. At last we have concluded the efficiency of Genetic Algorithms in Integer Programming, and its superiority concerning characteristics, it also deserves to be used in more complicated problems and when usual methods fail.
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1. Introduction

Decision making process has a great importance in management, where it is the basic goal. Due to developments known in management sciences for facing internal and external factors of the institution, it becomes necessary to use more efficient methods to make the optimal decision that fits the institution policies and strategies.

Decision making depends on availability of needed information that allows having more clear and exact choices to decision maker. Data can be collected by different qualitative and quantitative methods. Quantitative methods including statistics and Operational Research provide data in form of: numbers, proportions, probabilities...could be framed to have information contributes in decision support. There is a great integration between management and these methods proven its effectiveness across many researches.

Thanks to the amazing growing of networks and artificial intelligence, Operational Research knows recent changes and developments, so it has been discovered new methods. Among these methods, there is the Genetic Algorithms that has a wide scope in this domain.

Integer programming as one of Operational Research domains, it depends usually on Branch and Bound method, but in more complicated cases it requires a more developed method such as Genetic Algorithms. Thus, to what extent is the efficiency of using genetic algorithms in Integer Programming for decision support?

2. Literature Review

This section looks at the various definitions of integer programming , genetic algorithms and Genetic Algorithms Operations and Steps.

2.1 Integer Programming

In some optimization problems, the variables depend to physical quantities which can’t be parted, therefore it must be integer values. Using Linear Programming usually gives fractional values, so this kind of problem requires Integer Programming.

The model of Integer Programming contains objective function and constraints just like Linear Programming, but the only difference is the variables of the final solution, that must be integer values. Besides it's more difficult so it depends on complicated calculations and algorithms [Render et al., 2012].
The usual method is Branch and Bound, it consists of two steps:
- Finding the optimal solution of the original model by using Simplex method, if its variables are fractional values we pass to the second step.
- Adding new constraints to the original model to have two new models to be solved separately, that’s the branching. Then we find the optimal solution again, we keep branching until we get integer values variables.

2.2 Genetic Algorithms

Methods that simulate nature like: Genetic Algorithms, Neural Networks, Ant Colony, Logic Flow, Simulated Annealing... produce new search points and represent some natural phenomena operations. These methods depend on artificial intelligent researches using statistical tools.

John Holland was the first who created Genetic Algorithms and founded its theoretical basis in 1975 [Holland, 1975]. De Jong's works concerning function optimization show the ability of using Genetic Algorithms, they were considered as the first efforts to determine the application parameters [De Jong, 1980]. David Goldberg has been successful in solving a complicated problem of pipeline operations using Genetic Algorithms [Goldberg, 1981], then he has introduced Genetic Algorithm as an effective tool and has made it more famous through his perfect book [Goldberg, 1989].

Due to the simplicity of genetic algorithms and its application ability to various types of problems and domains, the adoption of Genetic Algorithms is constantly increasing. It has been used to solve difficult problems in various technical domains like: computing, programming, artificial intelligent, biology, engineering, planning, industries... as well as social and economical sciences where it is applied in: economy, finance, management, decision making... as well as in Operational Research, data mining, econometrics, forecasting and time series [Alander, 2012].

Genetic Algorithms is a search and solving technique and heuristic method depends on genetics and natural selection principals, it can be applied to any kind of optimization problem. It allows under specific constrains to have the optimal solution among all the possible solutions - that shape the search space - by achieving the highest fitness value [Coley, 1999].

Genetic Algorithms is characterized by: the randomness as a principal of all its operations, it gives a population of solutions; it could be used in any kind of problems in several domains and its performance elasticity. As for limits, it doesn’t guarantee always having the best solution in some cases; so at least, it probably finds a good acceptable solution. Its speed and its accuracy are influenced by the problem nature. Anyway Genetic Algorithms could be worthily used when other methods fail [Sivanandam & Deepa 2008].

2.2.1 Basic Elements

Genetic Algorithms is based on the following elements: population, individual, encoding and fitness; these elements depend to an environment is the search space. Population consists of individuals, each individual is represented by a chromosome in form of an encoded string, and each chromosome is evaluated according the fitness function.

2.2.2 Population

The population is a group of individuals live in the studied environment subject to many tests and Genetic Algorithms operations. The most important concepts are: initial population generation and the population size (n).

2.2.3 Individuals

An individual is one of the possible solutions; it is represented by a chromosome containing raw genetic information (Genotype) that the Genetic Algorithms deals with. Phenotype is the real value expressed by the chromosome. The chromosome is divided by genes; each gene represents a solution variable [Sivanandam & Deepa 2008].

2.2.4 Encoding

Encoding is the process of transforming the real values of variables or genes into string of codes adapted to Genetic
Algorithms work; it can be performed by using: bits, numbers, letters.... The binary encoding is the most common way, where each chromosome is represented by a binary string (0 and 1), so each string represents a possible solution. For example:

Chromosome 1: 0010110110
Chromosome 2: 1000110011

The string length differs according to variables value, the number of values increases with string length, it equals to $2^L$. Assuming the variable $X$, its extreme values are $X_{\min}$ and $X_{\max}$ [Adeli & Sarma 2006]:

$X_{\min} \leq X \leq X_{\max} \Leftrightarrow 00 \ldots 0 \leq X \leq 11 \ldots 1$

The decoding is performed by the following formula:

$X = X_{\min} + \frac{A}{2^L} (X_{\max} - X_{\min})$

$A = \sum_{i=1}^{L} a_i 2^{-i}$

$A_i$: The bit value in the $i$ location.

2.2.5 Fitness

The individual's fitness in Genetic Algorithms is the value of its goal function; it is the basic criterion of Genetic Algorithms operations and the evaluation of solution. It can take any function could be evaluated according to problem nature [Rothlauf, 2006].

2.3 Genetic Algorithms Operations and Steps

Genetic Algorithms handles a population of possible solutions. First we form an initial population generation of individual and evaluate them according to the fitness function, then we reproduce new individual through a repeated loop of operations: selection, reproduction (crossover), mutation and replacement. This loop continues until attaining termination criterions. There is always a possibility to have a better solution in the next generation [Sivanandam & Deepa 2008].

The following figure represents Genetic Algorithms steps and operations with a simulation of a natural example. We suppose a population of five mice of different: colors (dark and bright), and size (big and small). Cats have difficulties to find small and dark mice, so the fitness is the dark color and the small size [Palisade Corporation, 2010]. To match between Genetic Algorithms and natural features we suppose that: each mouse represents a solution, the fittest mouse to this environment represents the optimal solution, natural factors represent problem constraints, and genes are the model variables.

Figure 1. Genetic Algorithms Representation Simulating Natural Example
Source: Haupt & Haupt, 2006: 28
2.3.1 Selection

It is the process of selecting parents from the population for reproduction according to natural selection, with hope of having a fitter individual. There are several ways of selection: using Roulette wheel divided to sections of selection probabilities according to fitness, taking the higher values individuals as parents, using a tournament between individuals distributed randomly or picking parents randomly regardless to their fitness.

2.3.2 Reproduction

After selection, parents reproduce new offspring, so the genes get emerged by crossover between chromosomes which allows Genotypes diversity. Thus we exchange parts of the parent's strings in one or more point to have new offspring.

![Single point crossover](source: S.N.Sivanandam, S.N.Deepa, 2008:58)

2.3.3 Mutation

After reproduction we move to mutation, it gives new Genotypes to cover some lost genes and prevent to fall in tight space, the simple mutation is created by changing gene codes randomly in a specific locus. We can mutate by: flipping bits (codes), interchanging two specific points, or reversing codes in a specific site.

![Mutation](source: S.N.Sivanandam, S.N.Deepa, 2008:68)

2.3.4 Replacement

Replacement is the last part of Genetic Algorithms operation loop; we nominate the new offspring to enter the population. According to fitness we eliminate the weakest individuals and replace them by the best offspring (“Survival of the Fittest”).

2.3.5 Termination

The Genetic Algorithms stops when the terminations criterions are attained, then we take the best individual to be the optimal solution, so we can stop the algorithm after: a specific time, specific number of generations, no change in the fitness or attaining a convergence value.

3. The Practical Study

After addressing the theoretical aspects of Genetic Algorithms, we try to apply it in a practical study, so we have chosen a local mill as a sample, it produces four products of flour: \(x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4\).

We have collected the data surrounding the problem in order to decide product quantities to be produced in a week to maximize global profits, this data contain: production capacity, bagging capacity, trading constrains besides unit profits. The variables are the numbers of flour bags that must be integer values; we formulate these data in a mathematical
model as follows:

\[ \text{Max } Z = 108,15x_1 + 61,65x_2 + 91,5x_3 + 105x_4 \]
\[ \frac{x_1}{300} + \frac{x_2}{300} + \frac{x_3}{200} + \frac{x_4}{180} \leq 84 \]
\[ 0,5x_1 + 0,25x_2 + 0,1x_3 + 0,1x_4 \leq 7700 \]
\[ 0,1x_3 + 0,1x_4 \leq 672 \]
\[ x_1 \geq 6500 \]
\[ x_2 \geq 3000 \]
\[ x_3 \geq 450 \]
\[ x_4 \geq 200 \]
\[ x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4 \geq 0 \]

4. Findings and Discussion

Generally, for results confirmation and comparison, we solved the problem with two methods: Branch and Bound using Win QSB software, Genetic Algorithms using Evolver Software.

Win QSB is a software that includes quantitative tools used in decision support, it allows solving various Operational Research problems besides statistical and simulation models. Among these tools there is Linear and Integer Programming which could be used to solve our problem.

Evolver is a Palisade Corporation software, it is one of Palisade Decision Tools software pack that could be used in decision support. Evolver can solve various problems using Genetic Algorithms. After shaping the model in Excel that includes: fitness function, variables and constraints; then determining the model in Evolver, we start the task of applying the repeated loop of Genetic Algorithms operations: selection, reproduction, mutation and replacement. The termination could be whether automatic according to chosen parameters or manual according to our estimation. The results obtained are as follows:

![Figure 4. Win QSB Results](image)

![Figure 5. Evolver Results](image)

The optimal solution is to produce weekly: 12,758 bags of \( x_1 \), 3,000 of \( x_2 \), 450 of \( x_3 \) and 5,260 of \( x_4 \); to attain maximum global profit of: 2,158,202.70 AD.
The production capacity is exploited as follows: 82.84% for \( x_1 \), 9.74% for \( x_2 \), 0.58% for \( x_3 \), and 6.83% for \( x_4 \). The bagging capacity is exploited as follows: 50.63% for \( x_1 \), 11.90% for \( x_2 \), 2.68% for \( x_3 \), and 34.79% for \( x_4 \).

As confirmation of results; both methods have given the same optimum solution, we see that the profitable products are \( x_1 \) and \( x_4 \), as for the others we produce just the minimum respecting the trade constraints. Genetic Algorithms gives a population of solutions, but the important in our case is only the optimal solution.

Since the Branch and Bound method is derived from Linear Programming, it deals just with linear function whether maximization or minimization, and their constraints are linear inequalities, it doesn't matter in our case but in case of different functions such as: logarithmic, exponential... it requires transformation to linear form which needs mathematics skills, in some cases it leads to confusion or falsity. While Genetic Algorithms deals with all function kinds directly, in addition to maximization and minimization the goal can be a specific value.

In Evolver the data entrance could be in any available form to Excel, while in Win QSB, the entrance of data should be directly with numbers in a specific table. In our case the entrance of the bagging constraints in Evolver was based on the fraction \( \frac{1}{t_i} \), while in Win QSB it required to decimalize it with nine decimal places to prevent rounding problems, with five decimal places we had misleading results (\( Z = 2,159,576 \)).

Output and model in general are displayed in Evolver according to our choices and preferences, so we can even use graphs. In our case percentages are displayed directly. Output and model display in Win QSB is restricted in numbers and codes in form of \( x_i \), in our case percentages are not displayed directly which requires calculation when needed.

In what concerns the taken time, it’s better by using Win QSB. If we repeat again it will take the same time, whereas by using Evolver it may be more or less, it’s not constant because it depends to random Genetic Algorithms operations, which could creates an uncertainty. In Integer Programming it doesn't take a very long time, in our case after experimenting several times with different computers, the taken time was between 5 and 25 minutes. It is also related to computer’s speed, we advise to let the running on as long as possible and to repeat several times.

The equality of results between both methods confirms the efficiency of Genetic Algorithms in Integer Programming, and its ability to give the optimal solution. The comparison shows Genetic Algorithms superiority using Evolver concerning characteristics except the taken time criterion; however we can neglect that, because running on for long time according to the problem nature doesn't harm the search anyway.

5. **Concluding Remarks**

Through the practical study about production decision support, we succeed to attain the optimal solution of the problem, after analyzing the results we conclude that Genetic Algorithms could be used efficiently in Integer Programming. From the comparison we realize that Genetic Algorithms outperform the Branch and Bound method concerning characteristics except the taken time criterion, but it is preferable to use Branch and Bound in traditional and simple problems with tight search space.

Nevertheless, Integer Programming is just one of the various Genetic Algorithms scope. Our study case was very appropriate to apply Genetic Algorithms and test its efficiency, but it stills a mere simple case if compared to other management problems. We hope that it could be taken into account to treat it in other researches.
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